
List of products under study, concentration range selected according to the targeted LOD expressed  
in ng/pad: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The accuracy profile procedure established that at least % of the future results obtained would be within the 

 +/-  acceptance limits of the validated method over the whole defined concentration range expressed in 
ng/pad whatever the smoking regime. All results expressed as % of the target value. 

 

2D-graphical representation (Figures 2 and 3):  Accuracy is illustrated as a continuous line with the average recovered concentration for each level as a dot. The limits 

of the tolerance interval  (-IT) are represented by two symmetrical continuous thin lines (white area). The acceptability limits (+/-  are illustrated as dashed lines 

(grey zone). Therefore, as far as this -IT is include inside the acceptance limits, conditions of a valid analytical method are fulfilled over the full concentration range. 

 

 

Caffeic acid:  no blank= sample without free CA for spiking tests,  constant and  variable   

 

-After removing the “assigned reference” value: the profile is stepping outside the  
acceptance limits at low concentration. (bias at low level). The initial concentration range 
was therefore reduced to [200-1750] ng/pad. 

-Heterogeneous variance as a function of concentration: finally 3 values of acceptance  
limits were fixed. 
 

 

 

HAA: no homogeneous group, effect of subtraction the matrix 
 

-The 4 components do not behave similarly: For TrP1 and TrP2:  samples without free of  

these analytes in the smoke are available. On the other hand the recovery for AC and  

MeAC were calculated after subtracting the average of the reference matrix.  

The impact on the -IT at lower concentration is highlighted in the two AC profiles. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

-Consequence on HAA 

method: no homogenous group, but selection of identical () for the all analytes 
of the group to deliver clear message to the end-user. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

PAH: Only 1 out of 6 components (BkF) exhibit negligible amount in 

the commercial cigarette. For pragmatic reasons, all compounds were 
removed from the blank value anyway: artificial increase in the final  

    uncertainty for the determination of BkF. 

Conclusions Steps 1-6 were carried out to determine the accuracy: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The key milestone is the selection of the appropriate samples to built up the experimental design. 
For HPHCs, given that neither reference nor materials with consensual values are available, it was decided to carry 
spiked samples (all chemical purity specification >95%). [3] 
Data from the experimental design allow an estimate of the tolerance interval (sIT

2
) which is the main contributor of 

the measurement uncertainty: u(Z)
2
 = sIT

2
+ u(x)

2  

The uncertainty around the content of samples selected for spiking tests impact u(x)
2
. 

 
Which smoking regime? the efficiency on the trapping system remains a milestone in the validation process. The 
chosen unit “ng/pad” allows validation whatever the smoking regime. The efficiency of the trapping re-checked (the 
44mm Cambridge filter pad is validated in excess of 150mg for all tested smoking regimes) [4] 

3. Accuracy profile: what do we need? 

Advantages:  
 Steps for method validation is often time-consuming.  

Accuracy profile needs only a limited number of trials.  
 The method is flexible and easy to be adjusted to any further  

regulation  or smoking regime. 

[1] NF EN ISO/CEI 17025 (2005) General requirements for the competence of testing and calibration laboratories. [2] NF V03-110 (2010) Analyse des produits agricoles et alimentaires - Protocole de 
caractérisation en vue de la validation d'une méthode d'analyse quantitative par construction du profil d'exactitude  [3] B. Teillet & al, CORESTA  congress 2013  SSPOST03    [4] L. Drake et al. CO-
RESTA  congress 2012 SSPT09.     HPHCs : Harmful and Potentially Harmful Constituents.     
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4. Accuracy profile: what do we get? 
Analytical results must be both reliable and comparable because they are often submitted and interpreted for  
regulatory purposes. Therefore, it is increasingly necessary for analysts to validate analytical procedures and to  
estimate the uncertainty associated with the results provided by the procedure [1].   
Some requirements of the methodology of the “accuracy profile” are the sample selection, the choice of the  
matrices and the reference value [2].  Some constraints during HPHC testing of tobacco and smoke are the limited 
number of certified reference materials having a high level of traceability and standardized methodologies for  
analysis. Additionally it is quite difficult to find matrix that is free of the target analyte.  As a result, the analyst often 
has to resort to references with a lower level of traceability such as spiked samples. 
 
A combination of these factors means that the methodology of the accuracy profile is used to the extreme limit of its 
original intention and the applicability was investigated. The following parameters were therefore  
determined: limit of detection and of quantification, limits of the tolerance interval, precision, recovery and  
measurement uncertainty, using the concept of accuracy profile for heterocyclic amines (HAA), polyaromatic  
hydrocarbons (PAH) and caffeic acid (CA) in mainstream smoke.  
The consequences of the selection of the matrices on the calculated tolerance interval will be described to confirm 
that the methods are fit for the intended use.  

1. Abstract 

The choice of a method if often driven by the ratio cost / benefit: lower limit of quantification with the suitable  
available technique. The validation is still a very living field in analytical chemistry area. 
The validation strategy could be intentionally oriented towards routine use and the reliability of the method rather 
than extreme performance. For this reason, validation by accuracy profile was chosen. Instead of a whole set of 
statistical tests, the methodology uses only one statistical decision. 
The accuracy profile procedure is based on the concept of total error (systematic error measured by bias + random 

measured by error standard deviation). One way to estimate this total error is to compute the -expectation  

tolerance interval (-IT) and to compare it to the acceptance limits .  

Usually the acceptance limits  ranges from 5% for trace levels up to 30-40% for the neat chemical [2].  

Additionally an arbitrary value of  is often selected, but this value does not currently correspond to any norm or 
recommendation. For compounds in mainstream smoke no acceptability criterion is currently fixed.  
 
Analysis of HAA, PAH and CA in mainstream cigarette smoke is challenging because of limited reference method, 

no certified material (CRM), limited published results and almost no interlaboratory (round-robin) experiments.  

2. Context 

 AαC MeAαC TrP1 TrP2 

  80 80 80 80 

  20 20 20 20 

Range in ng/pad 80.0-880 20.0-220 40.0-440 40.0-440 

ng/cig-  (n=5cig.) 16-176 4-44 8-88 8-88 

ng/cig-  (n=3cig.) 26.7-293 6.67-73.3 13.3-147 13.3-147 

tolerance interval: 

maximum range of -IT   in % 
30 19 12 12 

relative expanded  

uncertainty U (k=2) in % 
25 15 10 10 

Experimental design: tests realized with commercial  
cigarettes and the 3R4F Kentucky reference cigarette on 
SM450 smoking machine. Under ISO and CI smoking  
regimes, smoked onto separate 44 CFPs to obtain a range of 
analyte in ng/pad, as detailed in Table 1 . 

Method Analyte CAS Abb. 
Range of  
validation 

LOD 
Calibration model  

P-value 
Samples selected 

 for validation 
Blank of 

procedure 

Caffeic acid Caffeic acid 331-39-5  CA 200—1750 50 0.0803 246 (~1.2*LOQ) nd 

HAA 2-Amino-9H-pyrido[2,3-b]indole 26148-68-5 AαC 80 –1200 20.29 0.2029 320 (~4*LOQ) 1.6 

 2-Amino-3-methyl-9H-pyrido[2,3-b]indole  68006-83-7 MeAαC 20—300 5.827 0.9229 26.4 (~1.3*LOQ) 0.7 

 3-Amino-1,4-dimethyl-5H-pyrido[4,3-b]indole 62450-06-0 Trp-P1 40—600 11.63 0.0743 1.04 (~0.03*LOQ) 0.3 

 3-Amino-1-methyl-5H-pyrido[4,3-b]indole 62450-07-1 Trp-P2 40—600 12.76 0.2099 5.6 (~0.14*LOQ) 0.3 

PAH Chrysene 218-01-9   Chry 10—120 2.175 0.6208 16.6 (~1.7*LOQ) 3.54 

 Benzo(a)pyrene 50-32-8  BaP 5—60 1.193 0.8111 4.79 (~LOQ) 1.39 

 Benzo(a)anthracene 56-55-3  BaA 10—120 2.254 0.0831 8.19 (~0.8*LOQ) 2.47 

 Benzo(b)fluoranthene 205-99-2  BbF 5—96 1.259 0.9455 4.53 (~0.9*LOQ) 1.1 

 Indeno(1.2.3cd) pyrene 193-39-5  IcdP 3—36 0.896 0.9287 2.28 (~0.8*LOQ) nd 

 Benzo(k)fluoranthene 207-08-9  BkF 2—24 0.856 0.1694 1.03 (~0.5*LOQ) 0.311 

 Caffeic acid 

  80 80 80 

  40 30 20 

range  in ng/pad 200-250 250-464 465-1750 

ng/cig-  (n=5 cig.) 40-50 50.1-92.8 92.9-350 

ng/cig-  (n=3 cig.) 66.7-83.3 83.4-154 155-583 

tolerance interval: 

maximum range -IT   in % 
16 42 23 

relative expanded  

uncertainty U (k=2) in % 
20 35 15 

Table 1:  Compounds under interest per method. All figures in ng/pad. LOD (Limit of detection) estimated according to  final  ( criteria . Model Linear_1/X for both the Caffeic acid and 

the HAA methods.  Model Linear_1/X 2 for the PAH method. P-value for ANOVA test on the calibration model. Blank of procedure realized with unlit cigarette. 

Two limitations when using the “accuracy profile” can be highlighted: 
 CRM is needed. The lack of reference samples with assigned and/or 

certified value forces a restrictive use of accuracy profile.  
That increases the tolerance interval especially near the targeted LOQ. 

Figure 1:  Relative position of the so called “reference sample” for spiking tests. the 
amount should be as close as possible but above the LOQ.  

The validation by the approach of the accuracy profile is global and  
pragmatic. In the 17025 life circle of the method the lab is requested to 
define the acceptability criteria before any validation. These criteria are 
not regulated for the determination of HPHC in mainstream smoke. 

TrP1 TrP1 

80 90 

10 10 

40.0-440 40.0-440 

8-88 8-88 

13.3-147 13.3-147 

12 17 

10 10 

 When applied to comprehensive method with 
multiples analytes, the estimated uncertainty 
over the concentration range may artificially 
be increased: all interpretations by end-user 

need to take into account the levels of (,). 

Table 2:  on [465-1750] ng/pad, 80% of the future measurements of 
caffeic acid will be within ±20% with an uncertainty ±15% 

Figure 3:  Accuracy profiles obtained for 2 out of the 4 components of the HAA method.  
Left side: the uncertainty around the content of samples selected for spiking tests impact the relative back-

calculated concentration of spiked amount of AC whether the % are calculated using either the individual 

sample or the average figures.  Right side :  IT for TrP1  < ±10% over the range of concentration. 

Table 3:  Results for the 4 compounds quantified with the HAA method 

Figure 2:  Accuracy profiles obtained for the determination of Caffeic 
acid. Weighted 1/X quadratic regression model. 6 spiking levels (100 
to 1750) ng on 3 different matrix (commercial products) smoked on 
ISO or CI smoking regime. 
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